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Orange Business Services joins VMware vCloud™ initiative
delivery of flexible and interoperable cloud-based solutions is key for customers
Orange Business Services has joined the VMware vCloud™ initiative which enables cloud
computing providers to develop a common platform based on VMware vSphere™ that will enable
cloud interoperability and portability.
Orange Business Services wants to be a leader by providing a unique solution that helps
customers more easily switch cloud computing providers when they want, get different cloud
services, and have cloud and non-cloud services that work together. The goal is to drive adoption
of cloud computing by actively contributing to the creation of a model where cloud computing will
be as simple as buying electricity, with no “rewiring” needed.
“The main point of cloud computing is to bring more flexibility to enterprises, enabling them to use
what they need, when they need it, at optimized and variable costs,” said Didier Jaubert, senior
vice president, Global Services, Orange Business Services. “We want to be one of the first service
providers to offer this freedom and flexibility to our customers. Working closely with VMware and
the VMware vCloud™ initiative will enable Orange Business Services to bring innovations to our
cloud solutions more quickly.”
VMware is a key partner to Orange Business Services on Cloud Computing. VMware technology is
the cornerstone of our Flexible Computing offer launched in June 2009. Flexible Computing
proposes scalable hosted and virtualized n-tier infrastructures, accessed either over an Orange
Business Services VPN or over the Internet, that allow businesses to outsource a part or all of their
IT infrastructures.
“We are excited to partner with Orange Business Services on the VMware vCloud™ Initiative,”
said Dan Chu, vice president, Cloud Infrastructure and Services, VMware. “By focusing on
integrating and connecting public and private clouds in a compatible manner, together we can
provide customers with agile, efficient and secure enterprise cloud computing environments.”
Orange already has solid expertise with cloud services, partly thanks to a growing portfolio and to
the work of 150 cloud computing R&D specialists. In addition to managing 12,000 servers for
enterprise customers, we can design, build and operate private clouds for large multinational
companies.
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